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From Anna’s Desk:  
Deglobalization Raises Its Head
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   If the 1990s were the era of
globalization, with offshoring rampant
and trade flows growing, this is the
era of deglobalization, a reversal of
those trends.  It’s not the end of global
commerce by any means.  But many
companies and industries now want to
rely less on fragile global supply
chains, given the huge disruptions the
2020s have brought.

   Offshoring has lost much of its
appeal for U.S. firms.  Cheap labor
matters less in an era when
manufacturing is more automated and
more reliant on high-skilled workers.
Also, wages overseas are rising fast
enough that, over time, the labor cost
savings of offshoring could peter out.

   The cost of international shipping
shot up because of COVID-19 and the
recent disruptions caused by the war
in Ukraine.  Capacity is strained at
sea and in the air.  Fuel costs are
painfully high.  Every importer or
exporter is dealing with delays.

   CEOs are worried things could get
worse.  They’ve seen how badly a
pandemic or a war can snarl long
supply chains and are worried about
what could come next.  A Chinese
invasion of Taiwan—not imminent,

but a looming risk—could be far more
damaging to trade if Western nations
respond similarly to how they’ve
isolated Russia’s economy.

   All this means more “reshoring” of
production, particularly manufact-
uring.  Bringing production back to
the U.S. resulted in an estimated
180,000 jobs in 2021.  The automotive
sector is especially likely to go this
route.  Its supply chains are so large
and intricate that it is particularly
vulnerable to disruptions overseas.
The South and Texas are good bets to
attract more manufacturing work,
given their relatively low costs of
doing business and less burdensome
regulations.  But the Midwest should
benefit too.  Michigan and Kentucky
both gained 18,000 jobs due to
reshoring last year, according to one
estimate, just behind Texas at 22,000.

   Foreign companies are also thinking
along these lines.  Moving production
closer to end markets can mitigate
the risks that have become so
apparent lately.  That means more
factories in Mexico, Eastern Europe
and Southeast Asia, serving markets
in the U.S., Western Europe and
Australia, respectively.  

   Above all, there will be less reliance
on China, which became the world’s
workshop in recent decades as
many companies rushed to set up
plants there.  That is shifting as more
companies recognize the costs of
doing business in China: pricey
shipping, intellectual property theft,
spotty labor quality and commu-
nication difficulties.  Backing away
from China won’t be easy. It
dominates many key products and
materials.  Building new factories is
costly.  Labor in the U.S. is notably
scarce.  But after the past few years,
the risks of long supply chains can’t be
ignored.  

(Anna Luke, The Kiplinger Letter)
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Can the Federal Reserve Thread the
Needle and Avoid Recession?

   Can inflation be tamed without a recession?  We think so.
But it will need some luck.  Consider what a bind the Fed is
in now: Inflation is roaring, with the Consumer Price Index
up 8.5% in March, the biggest jump in 40 years or so.  And
almost every recession since World War II has been
preceded by a period of rising interest rates, which weigh
on credit-sensitive industries like housing.  A rise in shorter-
term interest rates above long-term ones raises worries that
history may be about to repeat itself.  The Fed has little
choice but to hike rates, given how high inflation has gotten.
Its previous tack of hoping that inflation would prove short-
lived has been a bust.  Look for a series of half-point boosts
to the fed funds rate at the Fed’s next three meetings in May,
June and July.  Also, the Fed will shrink its bond portfolio,
now worth $9 trillion, with reductions of $95 billion in
Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities per month, a
relatively fast drawdown.  

   All this means borrowers face higher interest rates in the
coming months.  The bank prime rate will rise in lockstep
with the Fed’s own benchmark.  That in turn will push up
rates on home equity lines of credit, auto loans, credit cards
and other forms of consumer credit, as well as on loans to
businesses.  30-year mortgage rates are likely to crest 5.5%.
However, they may pull back to under 5% later in the year,
if yields on Treasury bonds ease because investors start to
believe that inflation and economic growth are slowing.

   Here is a hopeful scenario: The sharp tightening of
monetary policy in the next few months, combined with some
modest slowing in the economy and some improvements in
supply chain problems, will seriously curb price rises.  That
would then let the Fed downshift to smaller, measured
interest rate hikes later in the year, gradually bringing
CPI inflation back toward a more bearable 3%.

   Here is the worrisome scenario: Workers and businesses
start to expect that the recent inflation will continue, and so
push up wages and prices—a cycle of self-reinforcing
increases, which the Fed would struggle to break.  Doing so
would require more and faster interest rate hikes, likely
ending in a recession.

   There is still time for the hopeful scenario to play out.  The
economy is mostly still on sound footing.  Unemployment is
low.  Household savings are high.  But the Fed needs a lot to
go right.  The risk of it miscalculating is very real.   

Source: The Kiplinger Letter

Minimum Withdrawals by Beneficiaries
of Inherited IRAs May Depend on the
Age of the Deceased

   In 2019, the SECURE Act created some new rules for
investors.  Among the changes was the addition of the “10
Year Rule.”  Before 2020, non-spouse beneficiaries of
inherited IRAs were allowed to stretch the IRA withdrawals
over their entire lives, perhaps deferring any taxes for
decades.  Because of the SECURE Act, now most non-
spouse beneficiaries must withdraw (and therefore pay taxes
on) the entire inherited IRA within ten years.  Some wonder
whether that means they can wait the entire ten years to
withdraw the funds.  The answer to that is: it depends.
If the deceased IRA account holder had not begun taking
Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs) by the time he or
she passed away, the beneficiaries are free to wait up to 10
years to withdraw anything, as long as they withdraw all of
it within the ten years.  If the deceased IRA holder had
already begun taking RMDs, however, his or her IRA
beneficiaries must at a minimum continue taking RMDs in
subsequent years until the account is completely withdrawn.  

Source: Kiplinger Tax Letter

IN BRIEF:

The wealth of the ten richest people on Earth—all men—
doubled during the pandemic, hitting $1.5 trillion according
to a study from Oxfam, a U.K. charity.  Incomes for 99% of
the population, it found, declined over the same period.  

Source: Bloomberg Businessweek
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Ten Things to Know About Spousal
Lifetime Access Trusts

For people who want to move assets out of their estate while
also providing a legacy for their spouse and children, a
spousal lifetime access trust (SLAT) can be a useful vehicle.
A SLAT is an irrevocable trust set up while both spouses are
still alive, in which the other spouse is the designated
beneficiary.  It can even help you avoid gift tax.  Here’s how
it works:

   1.    You, as the grantor, make a gift to the LSAT, giving up
          all your rights to the assets while gifting them to your
          spouse.  It is protected from gift tax as long as you use
          your federal lifetime gift exemption, which is a little 
          over $12 million right now.

   2.    If you and your spouse get divorced, the assets in the 
          trust would remain with your now ex-spouse.
          To prevent this eventuality, you can set up the SLAT 
          so that only your current spouse is the beneficiary of 
          the trust.  The SLAT also can give your spouse the 
          power to direct the funds back to you upon her death, 
          if needed.

   3.    Other family members, such as children and 
          grandchildren, also can be beneficiaries of the trust.  
          You’ll want to name more beneficiaries than just your 
          spouse, in case your spouse is the first one to die.

   4.    If you want to fund the SLAT with something like real 
          estate or a closely held business, you, the grantor, still 
          can retain control of that entity.  You can also set up the 
          trust to limit the ability of the beneficiaries to control 
          whatever entities are placed in the trust.

   5.    Assets gifted to a SLAT do not receive a step-up on 
          income tax basis at the grantor’s death since they are 
          not included in your taxable estate.  Instead, they 
          retain the grantor’s carryover basis.  This incurs 
          sizable capital gains taxes if and when the beneficiaries 
          choose to sell any appreciated assets from the trust.

   6.    If you’re concerned about protecting the assets in the 
          trust, an incomplete gift SLAT may make sense.  If you 
          get sued or divorced after setting up the trust, the 
          incomplete gift SLAT protects the assets.  One 
          downside, though, is that because the gift is 
          incomplete, the assets don’t get moved out of your 
          estate for tax purposes.

   7.    You, the grantor, have a lot of authority and flexibility 
          with earmarking any spousal distributions from the 
          trust.  You can limit them to be used for specific 
          purposes, such as medical care, or create a schedule 
          when the distributions may be made.

   8.    Any assets held jointly with your spouse must be 
          separated well before they are put into the SLAT.  
          Without a sufficient interval of time, the IRS may 
          decide that the assets still technically belonged to your 
          spouse, who may end up being responsible for taxes on 
          the transfer.

   9.    As the grantor of the trust, you are responsible for 
          income taxes incurred on any appreciating assets held 
          in the SLAT.  But because you have no rights to the 
          assets in the trust, you cannot use those earnings to 
          pay the taxes.  That money will have to come from 
          somewhere else.

   10.  For 2022, you can give a total of $12.06 million free of 
          federal gift tax, but this is scheduled to revert back to 
          $5 million per person (adjusted for inflation) at the end 
          of 2025.  So if the assets you are considering funding 
          the trust with are significantly higher than $5 million, 
          you may want to consider moving on this strategy in 
          the next few years.

Source: Investment Advisor
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CFS Golden Circle – Clients for 20 years or longer

Stanley Adelman
Bob & Martha Agosta
Annette Alender
Kathy Allie
Connie Alvero
Irv & Zel Bagley
Dr. Martin Barmatz &
Carolyn Small

Bill Beckley
Dave Bochard
Doug & Rayna Boehme
Kelley Brock
Harlene Button
Kent & Marlene Burton
Vinnie & Chris Campisi
Barbara Chasse
Philip Clements &
Claudia Squibb

Louis Darin
Liz Dilibert
Marshall Drucker
Gladys Eisinger
Marv Elkin
Reg & Jan Fear
Horace & Betty Jean
Fernandez

Kathy Forman
Ralph Gerrard & Susan
Leeper

Dr. Daniel &
Dr. Laura Gollnick

Vorda Gordon

Jim & Marilyn Graves
Harry & Karen Griffin
Kari Groth &
Daris Pederson

Dennis Hall &
Evelyn Rollins

Candy Hanks
Bill Hedgcock
Alice Higginbotham
Dr. Craig & Jeannette Hoeft
Pamela Hoey
Lilo Holzer
Ken & Betty Iverson
Daina Johnson
Rich & Donna Johnson
Loren & Donna Jonkey
Mitch & Laraine Kaye
Paul & Donna Kasper
James & Julia Kinmartin
Emil & Chiching Klimach
Lorraine Leach
Dave & Carolyn Lessley
Jane Lloyd
Carol Mackin
Jay & Nancy Malinowski
Mike & Jan Malone
Randy Maskell
Virginia Mermerian
Joseph & Toni Miano
Mary Morrow 
Peter & Susan Moyer

Roland & Vonda Neundorf

Dave & Pat Newsham

Marisa O’Neil

Bruce & Vicki Oldham

Dr. Eugene Orlowsky

Ricky Parker 

Deron & Talin Petoyan

Galen & Joanne Petoyan

Richard and Kathy Plank 

Judy Quist

Al Roeters

Debbie Ruggiero

Pearl Ruggiero

Louise Sanchez

Evelyn Schirmer

Bob & Cindy Siecke

Susan Siess

Dianne Simes

Louise Sirianni

Theresa Southwood

Joseph & Sharon Terranova

Peter & Linda Vanlaw

Steve Veres

David Wallett

Jeff & Pam Wheat

Lorraine White

Teena Wolcott

Toby & Carole Zwikel

Referrals
We Appreciate Those Referrals!

We certainly welcome your referrals
and are always most appreciative

when clients pass our name along to
others.  We would like to take this
opportunity to express our thanks
for your continued confidence and
look forward to providing quality
confidential financial services to
you, your friends, and associates.

When you refer us to others, you can
be assured that your personal

information provided by you and
those whom you refer is treated with

a high degree of confidentiality.

Our sincere thanks to our recent
referral goes to:

Lenda Nicholson

Yelena Gimelberg

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Pursuant to the SEC Brochure Rule 204-3,
of the Investment Advisors Act of 1940,
advisers are required to deliver a copy of
the ADV, Part II to every adviser client on
an annual basis (within 120 days after the
end of fiscal year and without charge, if
there are material changes in the brochure
since the last annual updating amendment.)

MAY
1    -  Gregory Lucett
4    -  Wayne Orr
7    -  Todd Bruner
7    -  Galen Petoyan
8    -  Jeff Brown
8    -  Jane Lloyd 
9    -  Doug Bremner
10  -  Roland Neundorf
12  -  Bob Siecke
12  -  Joanne Petoyan
14  -  Daniel Gollnick
16  -  Angela Wenum
16  -  Clovis Lofton
17  -  Kathy Forman
17  -  Tony Wade
19  -  Victor Galdos
20  -  Bernardo De Los Santos
24  -  Pearl Ruggiero
25  -  Loren Jonkey
25  -  Marty Barmatz
25  -  Jeanette Hoeft
26  -  Michael A Isabela

28  -  Jeff Kagan
30  -  Susan Leeper
31  -  Vincent Campisi
31  -  Raul Molina
31  -  Linda Vanlaw

JUNE
2    -  Vorda Gordon
3    -  Antonio Luisoni
4    -  Doug Froeberg
5    -  Marilyn Luk-Means
5    -  Wayne Wilks
8    -  Carol Loeffler

11  -  Lorraine Leach
11  -  Carolyn Small
12  -  Zel Bagley
12  -  Tom Darin
12  -  Daniel Tcshopp
14  -  Marilyn Graves
14  -  Diane Schoolsky
14  -  Peter W Moyer
14  -  Sylvia Keller
14  -  Sam Sedhom
14  -  David Squibb
15  -  Susan Siess
15  -  Elizabeth Lucas

15  -  Nat Rubinfeld
15  -  Ken Young
17  -  Lou Darin
17  -  Stanley Adelman
18  -  Bill Southern
19  -  Dennis Hall
19  -  Alma Rubinfeld
19  -  Diane Beekman
19  -  Liz Dilibert
21  -  Patricia Banuilos
24  -  Pete Vanlaw
24  -  Alice Higginbotham
25  -  Brian Askari
27  -  Jan Malone
29  -  Laraine Kaye
29  -  Richard French
29  -  Richard Plank
30  -  Nancy Askari
30  -  Michelle Karr
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Comprehensive Financial Services is a diversified financial services and planning
company. The firm offers investment counseling, financial planning, money
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Material discussed is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes
only and is not to be construed as tax, legal, or investment advice. Although the
information has been gathered from sources deemed reliable, no representation is
made to its accuracy or completeness. Please note that individual situations can vary,
therefore, you should consult our office before taking action. This material is not an
offer to sell, nor is it a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. CFS is not engaged
in rendering legal, tax or accounting advice.

Annuities are products of the insurance industry. Guarantees are subject to the
claims-paying ability of the insurance company and surrender charges may apply if
money is withdrawn before the end of the contract.

Brain Teaser #122 (Answer)

Brain Teaser #123

The first person with the correct answer will receive an
American Express gift card. Please email your answer to
Jackie@cfsburbank.com or call (818)-846-8092, ext. 7.

Answer is
Soft, Sort, Sore, Core, Cord, Card, Hard

Thanks for all of you who submitted the
answers! The first person with the correct
answer was Kathy Forman.
Congratulations!

Some names of jobs are hidden in
this grid. To Spell a word, start at
any letter and move from letter to
letter by traveling to any adjacent
letter—up, down, across, or
diagonally—but do not come back to
a letter you’ve used previously in
that word. Can you find 12 words
that spell a job?

Anna Luke, CFP®, PFP®

Comprehensive Financial Services
3811 W. Burbank Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91505-2116
818-846-8092
anna@cfsburbank.com
www.cfsburbank.com
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